
G22.3033-003 Introdution to Cryptography November 15th, 2001Leture 11Leturer: Yevgeniy Dodis Sribe: Yevgeniy TovshteynThis leture we will be dediated to the problem of message authentiation. First, wede�ne the problem of message authentiation and show how it is di�erent from the problemof enryption. Then we de�ne the notion of message authentiation shemes, and the sub-ase of those |message authentiation odes (MAC). We will examine goals and apabilitiesof the intruder and will de�ne the strongest seurity notion for MACs. Then we will see howMAC an be implemented using PRF (and the other way around). Then we will examinethe problem with long messages and two approahes solving it. The seond approah willlead us to the de�nition of a speial family of universal hash funtions, and the usage ofsuh family to enhane the eÆieny of PRF and MAC for long inputs. At the end we willsee examples of universal hashing funtions.1 Introdution to AuthentiationWhile Enryption is a topi of ryptography that deals with privay, Authentiation is atopi of ryptography that deals with trust. When a sender sends a message to a reeiver,how does a reeiver know if it omes from appropriate sender? What if the intruder triesto imitate a sender, or tampers with the real messages being sent, et.? Is there a way forthe reipient to be \sure" that the message indeed ame from the supposed sender, and wasnot modi�ed in the transit?Similar to the enryption senario, there are two approahes to solving this problem:the seret-key and the publi-key. In this leture we start with the seret-key setting. Inthis senario, the sender and the reipient share a seret key s (not known to the attaker).This key helps the sender to \tag" the message, so that the reipient (only) an verify thevalidity of the \tag", but nobody an \forge" a valid tag. Thus, the goal is to establishauthentiated ommuniation between a dediated sender/reeiver pair.To summarize, we are trying to design the following \s-funtionality". Let's say senderis to send message m (in the lear, we are not solving enryption problem at the moment).So, it alls up his s-funtionality that put the message m into the \envelope" T . Then itgoes through open ommuniation, aessible to intruders, so by the time it gets to thereeiver it ould hange from T to some T 0. Reeiver reeives this envelope T 0. He alls uphis s-funtionality that validates whether envelope T 0 was stu�ed by s-funtionality on thesender's side. If it does, we an be \sure" that T 0 = T , reeiver an extrat m0 from T 0 as avalid authentiated message, and in fat m0 = m. Otherwise reeiver rejets T 0 as invalid.Thus, the seurity of Authentiation would imply inability by the intruder to produe avalid T 0 (in other words to send to the reeiver something it would aept), not produedby the sender. The above is very lose to a formal de�nition of a message authentiationsheme. L11-1



1.1 Message Authentiation ShemesThe above disussion leads to the following general de�nition (below we only de�ne thesyntax, and not the seurity). Below M is the orresponding message spae, e.g. M =f0; 1g`.De�nition 1 (Message Authentiation Sheme) Message Authentiation Sheme is atriple (Gen,Auth,Re) of PPT algorithms:a) The key generating algorithm Gen outputs the shared seret key: s Gen(1k).b) The message authentiation algorithm Auth is used to produe a value (\envelop")T  Auths(m), for any m 2M. It ould be deterministi, as we will see.) The deterministi message reovery algorithm Re reovers the message from the en-velope T : Res(T ) = ~m 2M[ f?g, where ? means that the message was improperlyauthentiated.The orretness property states that ~m = m, i.e. 8s;m; Res(Auths(m)) = m.Lets for now assume our message authentiation shemes are stateless. Later we an examinestateful message authentiation shemes as well.Before moving any further (in partiular, de�ne the seurity of message authentiationshemes), let us ompare (seret-key) enryption and authentiation.1.2 Authentiation vs. EnryptionJust to see how di�erent the problem of Authentiation is from the problem of Enryption,let's see that Enryption is not solving (and is not intended to solve) authentiity at all.Even the best enryption shema, one time pad for one message, was not addressing theissue. Lets say intruder E knows format of the message where the sender says \please redit100 dollars to E", and say the one-time pad is used over ASCII alphabet. He an easily\ip" the 1 for a 9 for example, by simply ipping several bits of the enrypted message(in fat, the enryption will reveal the one-time pad, and E an enrypt anything he wantswith it now). Similar attaks will apply to other enryption shemes we studied so far (e.g.,ounter sheme will have the same attak).To summarize, enryption shemes are designed so that E annot understand the on-tents of the enryption, but might allow E to tamper with it, or insert bogus messages.For example, in many enryption shemes every string is a legal enryption is some validmessage. In this ase, E an send any \garbage" string, and the reipient will derypt itinto a valid (albeit probably \useless") message. This should not be possible in a \seure"message authentiation sheme.Conversely, authentiation be itself does not solve privay. In fat, nothing prevents theenvelop to have the message m in the lear.1 To emphasize this point even further, for therest of this leture we will talk about a speial lass of message authentiation shemes,1Later we will study the problem of authentiated enryption, whih simultaneously provides privay andauthentiity. L11-2



alled message authentiation odes (MACs), whih always ontain the message in the lear.As we will see, dealing with this speial ase is more intuitive, sine it learly illustrates ourgoal of message authentiation.2 Message Authentiation Codes (MAC)2.1 De�nitionAs we said, MAC is a speial ase of message authentiation shemes. It implies sendingmessage m in the lear along with a tag t. Namely, envelope T = (m; t), and the messagereovery only heks if the tag t is \valid". Thus, the reeiver's goal is to validate messagem by verifying whether she/he an trust that tag t is a valid tag for m. In ase of suessfulvalidation reeiver outputs \aept", otherwise \rejet".De�nition 2 (Message Authentiation Code) Message Authentiation Code, MAC, isa triple (Gen,Tag,Ver) of PPT algorithms:a) The key generating algorithm Gen outputs the shared seret key: s Gen(1k).b) The tagging algorithm Tag is produes a tag t  Tags(m), for any m 2 M. It ouldbe deterministi, as we will see.) The deterministi veri�ation algorithm Ver produes a value Vers(m; t) 2 faept; rejetgindiating if t is a valid tag for m.The orretness property states that ~m = m, i.e. 8s;m; Vers(m;Tags(m)) = aept.2.2 SeurityThe seurity as usual is measured by the probability of unauthorized PPT adversary A tosueed. But what is the goal of A? The most ambitious goal is to reover seret key s.Similar to the enryption senario, this is too ambitious (e.g., part of s an be never used,so it is not a big deal to prevent A from reovering s). A more reasonable goal is to omeup with the message-tag pair (m; t) suh that Vers(m; t) = \aept". Having that pair, Aan masquerade as a valid sender of m by simply sending (m; t) to the reeiver. This attakis alled a forgery. There are two kinds of forgery: universal and existential. Universalforgery implies that A an ome up with trusted tag t for any message m that A wants.Existential forgery implies that A an produe at least a single pair (m; t) that triggers Verto \aept", even if the message m is \useless". Existential forgery is the least ambitiousof these goals, so the strongest seurity de�nition would imply that no A an ahieve eventhis, easiest of the goals. Moreover, in many appliations suh (strong) seurity is indeedneeded.Next, what an A do to try to ahieve its goal? There are several options.- The weakest attak mode to to give A no speial apabilities. I.e., A annot intrudeinto ommuniation between sender and reeiver and has no orale aess to any ofMAC algorithms. L11-3



- A more reasonable assumption is that A has some aess to ommuniation betweensender and reeiver, and an try to analyze valid message-tag pairs (m; t) that itobserves. Of ourse, one we allow this, we have to restrit A from outputting a\forgery" (m; t) for the message m that it already observed.2 Taken to the extreme,we an allow A observe valid tags for any message m that A wants. Namely, we angive A orale aess to the tagging funtion Tags(�). This is alled (adaptive) hosenmessage attak (CMA).- Finally, we an assume A has orale aess to the reeiver, so that it an learn whetherany message-tag pair (m; t) is valid. Alternatively, we may think that A keeps sending\fake" message/tag pairs, and wins the moment the reipient aepts suh a pair.Looking at the above, we now make the strongest de�nition of seurity, suh that prevent Afrom its easiest goal, existential forgery, but lets A use both the tagging and the veri�ationorale.De�nition 3 (MAC's Seurity) A MAC = (Gen;Tag;Ver) is \seure", i.e. existentiallyunforgeable against CMA, if 8 PPT A, who outputs a \forgery" (m; t) suh that m has neverbeen queried to orale Tags(�),Pr(Vers(m; t) = aept j s Gen(1k); (m; t) ATags(�);Vers(�)(1k)) � negl(k)For ompleteness, we also give the orresponding (more general de�nition) for any mes-sage authentiation sheme (even though we will mainly work with MACs).De�nition 4 (Seurity of Message Authentiation Sheme) A message authentia-tion sheme (Gen;Auth;Re) is \seure", i.e. existentially unforgeable against CMA, if8 PPT A, who outputs a \forgery" T suh that Res(T ) has never been queried to ora-le Auths(�),Pr(Res(T ) 6=? j s Gen(1k); T  AAuths(�);Res(�)(1k)) � negl(k)Remark 5a) Usually, Gen just outputs a random string as a key. We will see examples of this later.b) When Tag is deterministi, orale aess to Vers(�) is not needed. Instead of allingVers(m0; t0) A an all Tags(m0) and ompare its output with t0. In fat, from theasymptoti perspetive, similar onlusion an be made about a general message au-thentiation sheme: if Auth is deterministi, orale aess to Re(�) is not needed(why?), even though we loose a large polynomial fator in the seurity.2A marginally stronger de�nition forbids A to output a pair (m; t) that it already observed. In otherwords, A is allowed to forge a \new" tag t0 for the message m whose tag t 6= t0 it already observed. However,this strengthening is not that ruial for several reasons. First, most MAC's are deterministi, in whih asethere is no di�erene between the two notions. Seond, if m was legally sent and the reeiver is \allowed"to aept m again, it will do it with the \old" tag t as well, so there is no value to even hange t to t0 6= t.Finally, in many appliations suh \dupliation" is anyway forbidden and is enfored by other means liketime-stamps, et. L11-4



2.3 MACs, Unpreditable Funtions and PRFsIn this setion we will build a seure MAC. In fat, we restrit our attention to deterministi(stateless) MAC's, whose keys (\seeds") are random strings of some length. Hene andwithout loss of generality, the veri�ation algorithm Vers(m; t) simply heks if t = Tags(m),so we do not need to expliitly speify it. Moreover, Tags(m) is now a deterministi funtionindexed by the seed s. Thus, we an view suh a MAC as a family of funtions F =ffsf0; 1g` ! f0; 1gjtagj; s  Gen(1jsj)g, where fs = Tags. For simpliity, let us assumejsj = k. The hosen message attak (with no unneessary orale to Vers) orresponds toorale aess to fs(�), for a random (unknown) s. The suess orresponds to outputtinga orret pair (x; fs(x)), where x was not submitted to the fs(�) orale, i.e. prediting thevalue fs(x) for a \new" x. Not surprisingly, suh, in some sense \anonial", MAC is alledan unpreditable funtion. More formally, the family F is alled an unpreditable family offor any PPT A, Pr(fs(x) = y j s f0; 1gk ; (x; y) Afs(�)(1k)) � negl(k)where x is not allowed to be queried to the orale fs(�). Hene, to onstrut our �rst seureMAC it suÆes to onstrut an unpreditable fumtion family. Not suprisingly, a PRF familyis an unpreditable family, provided its output length b is \non-trivial" (i.e., !(log k), sothat 2�b = negl(k)).Theorem 6 (PRF) MAC) If F is a PRF family with non-trivial output length, then F isunpreditable, and thus de�nes a seure deterministi MAC.Proof: By the random funtion model, we an replae fs with a truly random funtion fwith output length b. Sine b is \non-trivial" and x has to be \new", any adversary has anegligible probability to predit f(x), ompleting the proof.Hene, \pseudorandomness implies unpreditability". But does the onverse hold? Itturns out the answer is \yes", but the onstrution is quite triky. Given unpreditableF , we onstrut the following family G with output length 1 bit (from the properties ofPRF's, suh \short" output is not a problem and an be easily strethed), very similar tothe Goldreih-Levin onstrution.Theorem 7 (Naor-Reingold, Goldreih-Levin) Let F = ffs : f0; 1g` ! f0; 1gb j s 2f0; 1gkg be an unpreditable family. De�ne G = fgs;r : f0; 1g` ! f0; 1g j s 2 f0; 1gk ; r 2f0; 1gbg as follows: gs;r(x) = fs(x) � r mod 2, where � � � denotes the inner produt modulo2, for �; � 2 f0; 1gb. Then G is a PRF family.Notie, we now know that OWF ) PRF ) MAC ) OWF, i.e. all these primitives areequivalent!2.4 Dealing with Long MessagesIn pratie, onrete PRF have short �xed input length ` (for example, when implementedusing a blok ipher). One the other hand, in pratie we want to be able to sign messagesof length L � ` (e.g., one wants to sign a book using 128-bit blok ipher modelled as aPRF). There are two approahes to deal with this problem.L11-5



1. Split m into n bloks m1 : : : mn of length ` eah (let's not worry about messageswhose lenth is not a multiple of `). Somehow separately tag eah blok using fs. Thesimplest approah would be to just output fs(m1) Æ : : : Æ fs(mn) as a tag. However,one an easily see that this is inseure (why?). Using more advaned suggestion, onean try fs(1 Æm1) Æ : : : Æ fs(n Æmn). Again, there is a problem (whih?). However, afew more \�xes" an make this approah work. However, the length of the tag nowis quite large (proportional to nb = Lb=`, whih ould be large). Can we make itsmaller? This is what the seond approah below does.2. The seond approah involves a general eÆient onstrution of a PRF family on Lbit inputs from the one on l � L bit inputs. Moreover, the output of the resultingPRF is as short as that of the original PRF (implying that tags as still very short!).Notie, this is more general than building a \long-input" MAC out of a \short-input"PRF: we atually build a \long-input" PRF!The idea is to design a speial shrinking (hash) funtion h : f0; 1gL ! f0; 1g` anduse fs(h(m)) as the tag. Notie, however, sine there are 2L�` times more possiblemessages than there are possible hash value, there are many pairs of messages (m1;m2)whih \ollide" under h: h(m1) = h(m2). Unfortunately, the knowledge of any twosuh messages m1 andm2 allow the adversary to produe break the resulting \pseudo-PRF"; in fat, to produe a forgery of the resulting \pseudo-MAC". Indeed, sinefs(h(m1)) = fs(h(m2)), A an ask for the tag � = fs(h(m1)) of m1 and output(m2; �) as the forgery of a \new" message m2. Lukily, this negative news only meanthat one publi h is not enough, similar to the fat that one publi funtion annotbe a PRF: we need a family of hash funtions h:H = fht : f0; 1gL ! f0; 1g`; t 2 Kgwhere K is the orrespinding key spae for t. Now, we pik two independent keysfor our resulting family F(H): the key s for fs, and the key t for ht, i.e. F(H) =ffs(ht(�))g. The main question is:What properties of H make F(H) is a PRF family when F is suh?We answer this question in the next setion.3 PRF and Universal HashingAs the �rst observation, notie that for no two messagesm1 6= m2 an we have Prt(ht(m1) =ht(m2)) � ", where " is non-negligible. Namely, no two elements are likely to ollide. Indeed,otherwise the adversary who learns � = fs(ht(m1)) has probability " that fs(ht(m2)) = �,whih breaks the seurity of the PRF. It turns out that this neessary ondition is alsosuÆient!De�nition 8 ("-universal family of hash funtions) H is alled "-universal if8 x; x0 2 f0; 1gL; s.t. x 6= x0 =) Prt (ht(x) = ht(x0)) � "H is alled (weakly) universal if " = negl(jtj).L11-6



Theorem 9 F(H) = ffs(ht(�))g is a PRF(and thus de�nes a MAC) if F is a PRF familyand H is (weakly) universal.Proof: We have to show that 8 PPT A, Afs(ht(�)) � AZ(�), where Z is random funtionfrom f0; 1gL to f0; 1gb. We will use two-step hybrid argument:Afs(ht(�)) � AR(ht(�)) � AZ(�)where R is random funtion from f0; 1g` to f0; 1gb. The �rst step immediately follows fromthe de�nition of PRF. Hene, it suÆes to show that AR(ht(�)) � AZ(�).Let m1 : : : mq be (wlog, distint) queries A makes to its orale (whatever it is). Whengiven orale aess to Z(�), A gets q totally random and independent values. Intuitively,sine R is a radnom funtion, as long as no two values ht(mi) ollide, A also gets q totallyrandom and independent value. Thus, it suÆes to show that the probability ht(m) =ht(mj) for some i and j is negl(k). Sine H is "-unversal, where " = negl(k), and there areat most q2 � poly(k) pairs of i and j, the intuitive laim above follows, sine q2" = negl(k).The above intuition is almost formal, even though making it formal is slightly triky.Let X be the event that during A's run with R(ht)-orale, a ollision happened amonght(m1) : : : ht(mq). First, if X does not happen, the values R(ht(m1)) : : : R(ht(mq)) are allrandom and independent from eah other, exatly as the Z-orale would return. Hene,the probability that A an tell apart the \Z-world" and the \R(ht)-world" is at most theprobability of X (de�ned in the \R(ht)-world"). However, and this is the triky point, onea ollision happens in \R(ht)-world", it does not matter how we answer the orale queriesof A, sine X has already happened!Spei�ally, we an imagine the modi�ed \R(ht)-world", where all the queries of A areanswered ompletely at random and independently from eah other, irrespetive of whetherof notX happened. We laim that this does not alter the probability ofX. Indeed, up to thepoint a ollision happened (if it ever happens), all the queries are supposed to be answeredat random, sine R is a random funtion. What happens after X happens is irrelevant. Butnow we run A in a manner independent from t. Indeed, all the queries are simply answeredat random. Thus, we an imagine that we �rst ran A to ompletion, and only then seletedt and heked if X (i.e., a ollision among ht(m1) : : : ht(mq)) happened! But this meansthat m1 : : : mq are de�ned before (and independently from) t. By the "-universality of H,and sine there are at most q2 pairs of indies i < j, we get that Pr(X) � q2" = negl(k),sine q is polynomial and " is negligible.This argument ompletes the proof.We now give a variety of (weakly) universal families H. As will will see, this primitive isquite easy to onstrut, both information-theoretially and omputationally.3.1 Information-Theoreti ExamplesMatrix-Constrution. Let A be a random L� ` zero-one matrix. A an serve as a keyto the family of hash funtions as de�ned below:hA(x) = AxL11-7



where x 2 f0; 1gL is viewed as a zero-one vetor, and Ax denotes the matrix-vetor produtover Z2.Let's examine the probability of ollision. 8x1 6= x2, aollision means that Ax1 =Ax2 () A(x1 � x2) = 0 or Az = 0, where z = x1 � x2 6= ~0. Sine A is random, and z 6= ~0,eah of ` entries of Az is a random bit, and hene the probability of ollision is:PrA (Az = 0) = 12`This is negligible, so this family of hashing funtions is (weakly) universal. The biggestproblem of this family is that key is quite enormously long (albeit still polynomially), eventhough the probability of ollision is the best we an hope for: 1=2` (in partiular, it isindependent of L). We would like the key to be O(`), independent of the size of themessage.Polynomial Constrution. Let F be a �nite �eld of size roughly 2l. Zp, where p is `-bitlong, is an example of suh a �nite �eld, but it is more onvenient to use GF [2`℄ | a �nite�eld of size 2`, sine it takes exatly ` bits to represent an element in this �eld. Now, viewm = m1; : : : ;mn (i.e., jmj = L � n`), where eah mi 2 F , as n oeÆients of a degree(n� 1) polynomial over F (see below). Spei�ally, selet a random point x 2 F as the keyto a funtion hx in the hash family, de�ned ashx(m1; : : : ;mn) = qm(x) = nXi=1 mi � xi�1where all the operations are done in F . Let's examine the probability of a ollision betweentwo distint \polynomials" m and u. A ollision here meanshx(m) = hx(v)() qm(x) = qu(x)() qm�u(x) = 0() nXi=1 (mi � ui) � xi�1 = 0where at least one mi � ui 6= 0, i.e. qm�u(�) is a non-zero polynomial of degree at most(n � 1). It is a well known fat that any polynomial of degree d an have at most d rootsin F . Sine the point (our key) x 2 F was hosen at random, the probability that x is oneof these at most (n� 1) roots of qm�u(�) is at most n�1jF j . This is negligible sine jF j � 2`.Notie, the key size is indeed only ` bits, independent of the message length L = n`(instead, the error depends on L).3.2 Computational Examples and the CBC-MACThe next several examples use a PRF family F = ffs : f0; 1g` ! f0; 1g`g. Notie, we arenot \heating" here. We are using \short-input" PRF ft to build \long-input" (weakly)universal H = fhtg. In priniple, to build of our \long-input" PRF, we will have to ombineit with another independently seleted PRF fs, via fs(ht(�)). As we will see, however, asimple general trik allows us to avoid making s and t independent. Namely, sari�ze 1 bitin `, and always apply fs(1; �) when onstruting the hash funtion hs(�), and use fs(0; hs(�))on the outer layer. Using the \random funtion paradigm", fs(0; �) and fs(1; �) indeed lookL11-8



like two independent random funtion. In fat, in spei� ase will not even have to dothat (see below), even though it is a very inexpensive \loss" anyway. Below, we desribethe hash funtion without the \trik" above.To summarize, the advantage of using a PRF in bulding H is saving on the key size +making the onstrution possibly very eÆient (sine \pratial" PRF's are very heap). Asa downside, the error probabilities will be worse, and will depend on the \omputationalloseness" of our PRF to a truly random funtion. Namely, to prove the universality of thehash funtion, we �rst assume that ft is a truly random funtion (by the \random funtionparadigm"), and then prove the information-theoreti seurity as before.3 In all the examplebelow, we assume that: m = m1 : : : mn, where all jmij = `0, L = `0n, `0 � ` (see below fordetails), the number of bloks n is �xed,4, and t is a random key for our \base" PRF.Using XOR Mode. De�neht(m1 : : : mn) = ft(m1; 1)� ft(m2; 2)� � � � � ft(mn; n)(so that the input to the PRF is slightly longer | ` = `0 + log n bits long). Assuming fis now a truly random funtion from ` to ` bits, and if (u1; : : : ; un) 6= (m1; : : : ;mn), saymi 6= ui we get thatPrf [f(m1; 1)� � � � � f(mn; n) = f(u1; 1)� � � � � f(un; n)℄ = Prf [f(mi; i) � f(ui; i) = �℄= 12`where � is some string independent5 of f(mi; i) � f(ui; i), whih in turn is random sineui 6= mi. As we indiated, to build a PRF out of it, we atually usefs(0; fs(1;m1; 1)� � � � � fs(1;mn; n))Using CBC Mode (CBC-MAC). We an view this onstrution as simply applyingthe CBC mode of operation with IV being 0` (a string of ` zeros) and outputting the lastblok only (remember, we do not need to \derypt", only to \tag"):ht(m1 : : : mn) =mn � ft(mn�1 � ft(: : : ft(m2 � ft(m1)) : : :))The proof of universality of this H is a bit triky, so we omit it. The main ideas are similarto what we have done earlier with CBC-enryption: intuitively, if m 6= u, say mi 6= ui, andf is a truly random funtion, the values ht(m) and ht(u) \diverge one and for all" w.h.p.,starting at the i-th appliation of the f .Theoretially, it seems like we need to apply the trik with prepending 0 and 1, whenmaking it into a PRF, but a areful diret analysis shows that this is not needed (we omitthe proof). Therefore, here is the �nal PRF, also known as the CBC-MAC (with s = t):fs(hs(m1 : : : mn)) = fs(mn � fs(mn�1 � fs(: : : fs(m2 � fs(m1)) : : :)))3Of ourse, the onstrution will be ineÆient with a truly random funtion, but this does not onernus: the eÆient PRF onstrution is what we are using, only the proof uses a random funtion.4It is possible to extend the onstrution for variable number of bloks, but we will not do it for simpliity.5That is why we used the blok number inside f .L11-9



CBC-MAC is extremely popular, and is used a lot in pratie. Notie, we do not atuallyneed F be a PRP family here (unlike for the enryption where we need to reover themessage), but it should be a length-preserving PRF family.4 XOR-MACWe onlude the treatment of MAC's by mentioning another popular MAC onstrutionusing PRF's and the XOR operation. Namely, let F be the PRF family and H be a hashfamily from L to ` bits, whose properties will be given in a seond. Rather than making theMAC output fs(ht(m)), we now let it output (none; fs(none) � ht(m)). The veri�ationof (none; v) heks that v = fs(none)� ht(m). Here none is the value that w.h.p. neverrepeats again, like a random string, or a ounter (notie the similarity with enryption). Inpartiular, this method is typially either randomized (none is random), or stateful (noneis a ounter), unlike our previous method. Also, one has to either know or transmit thenone. Finally, it is used only to make a MAC, and not a (more general) \long-input" PRF.Still, what are the properties of H that make this method go through? As a simpleattak, given a valid tag (none; v) of m and a value a, the adversary an try to output a\forgery" (none; v � a) for some m0 6= m. It is easy to see that this will be suessful ifand only if ht(m)�ht(m0) = a. Sine a;m;m0 are arbitrary, at the very least we must havethat for any m 6= m0, and any a 2 f0; 1g`, we havePrt (ht(m)� ht(m0) = a) � "(where " is negligible). Suh families are alled (weakly) "-xor-universal. Notie, regularuniversality orresponds to a = 0 sine ht(m) = ht(m0) i� ht(m) � ht(m0) = 0. Thus, afurther disadvantage of this method is that it uses more restritive lasses of hash funtions!However, the latter ritiism is typially not a big deal, sine many universal families areatually xor-universal. It turns out that xor-universality is suÆient:Theorem 10 fs(none) � ht(�) de�nes a seure MAC whenever all the nones are uniquew.h.p., F is a PRF family and H is (weakly) xor-universal.The most used xor-universal family omes from the XOR mode of the previous setion(and uses PRF to build ht):ht(m1 : : : mn) = ft(m1; 1)� ft(m2; 2)� � � � � ft(mn; n)It is easy to see that our proof from the previous setion in fat showed that H is (weakly)xor-universal (hek it). As in the previous setion, we have to use the trik with prepending0 and 1 to make the �nal MAC onstrution and use the same key:Tags(m) = (none; fs(0; none) � fs(1;m1; 1)� � � � � fs(1;mn; n))This is alled the XOR-MAC. Naturally, it has a randomized or ounter avor dependingon whether the none is random, or is a ounter (in the later ase the none need not beexpliitly sent over). L11-10


